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According to the survey held in New York, it was found that out of 14 million children, around 27%
those who are under 18 years of age are spending their life only with one parent and around 4.5
million of them are living with their biological parent or with step parent. This leads to clear output
that 70 percent marriages end with the divorce.

There is no two way that problem of disruption is rising day by day but the question arises that how
to reduce this problem by taking the help of Divorce Mediators.

To solve this problem we can start up by establishing small mediation centers in the country and
can make efforts. This will not only help to understand the process of mediation but also help to
understand the impact of this on the lives of the people.

It has also been researched that there are total six types of divorces which leads to marital breakups
namely, legal, emotional, community, psychic and co-parent. Today, mediation has become very
common and most of the people are taking help of the New York Mediators in order to solve their
disputes and this attempt has improves the life quality of many families and also saves many marital
relationships. If a couple is not getting the efficient result it means that they are lacking in the ample
amount of information which they should consider while taking a divorce. They should discuss that
whether there is any easy and better way of their settlement or not. And if find the solution they
should also consider that which type of settlement will be better for them. A divorcing couple must
consider it in a progressive and constructive manner.

With the increase in the day by day growing family disputes, divorce is also becoming very common
and to come out of their problem they search for the effective way. The term â€œDivorce Mediationâ€• has
got the place in the family law since 25 years and it explains a couple that itâ€™s just a paper work of
ending a relation but everything in a marriage doesnâ€™t end easily. So, itâ€™s better to consider a good
mediator which helps to give a chance to a couple to start their life again from beginning.

Mediation is also known by many people with the name of â€œalternative dispute resolutionâ€• and it is a
procedure where a third person helps two parties to solve their disputes with mutual understandings
and small negotiation.
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It has been suggested that before deciding to live a separate life with your spouse it is better to go
to the best a divorce mediation service and consult the a divorce mediators who will help you to give
a chance to your life.
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